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Cambarus zophonastes, is of concern in the state.
INTRODUCTION
Fourteen species of shrimps infour genera (twofamilies) are native
to the continental United States; the crayfish fauna consists of 284
species and subspecies divided among ten genera (two families).
Shrimps, along withcrabs, dominate the freshwater decapod fauna in
tropical regions of the world, while crayfishes are limited mostly to
the temperate areas. Of the few species of shrimps that are endemic
to or range into north temperate regions of the western hemisphere,
two are known from Arkansas. The larger Macrobranchium ohione
(up to 102 mm long,Holthuis, 1952) was the basis of formerly more
extensive food and bait fisheries in the Mississippi River drainage
(Hedgpeth, 1949). This fishery is still carried outinLouisiana (Huner,
1979). The smaller Palaemonetes kadiakensis (up to 53 mm,
Holthuis, 1952, but typically much less) is also utilized for fish bait as
well as for fish forage infarm ponds. Itis this latter use that may have
contributed to the transplantation of its closest relative P. paludosus
(historically found east of the Appalachians) into portions of neigh-
boring Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, and Oklahoma. Finding P.
paludosus inArkansas would not be surprising.
More species of crayfishes inhabit Arkansas waters than any other
state west of the Mississippi River (51 taxa consisting of 47 species
and 4 subspecies, see Table 1). Only Georgia (Hobbs, inpress), Ala-
bama, and Tennessee (Bouchard, 1976b) are presently known to sup-
port more species. Factors which seem to contribute to large assem-
blages of crayfishes are a diversity of habitats within or in close
proximity to areas of primary or secondary evolution of various
groups, a sufficiently long geological history of favorable climates
and habitats, lack of competition from more advanced groups of
decapod crustaceans, and the presence ofstocks that are ecologically
very successful intheir utilization of diverse habitats.
The crayfishes and shrimps willbe examined here by presenting
first, brief discussions of some structures that are important in their
taxonomies, including pertinent literature; second, a general review
of decapod ecology and the aquatic habitats that are utilized by them
in Arkansas, including collecting techniques, and third, a discussion
of the state's fauna.
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ABSTRACT
The freshwater decapod crustaceans of Arkansas presently consist of two species of
shrimps and 51 taxa of crayfishes divided into 47 species and four subspecies. The shrimps
are represented by Macrobranchium ohione and Palaemonetes kadiakensis. The crayfish
fauna is the largest of any state west of the Mississippi River reflecting the variety of habitats
within Arkansas as a result of the geologic diversity in the state. The Ozark Plateaus and Oua-
chita provinces are dominated by the genus Orconectes, while in the Gulf Coastal Plain
Procambarus is the most conspicuous group. Other crayfish stocks present include
Cambarus, found predominantly in the Ozark Plateaus province, and Bouchardina, Cambarel-
lus, Fallicambarus, and Faxonella which are largely restricted to the Coastal Plain. The cray-
fishes and shrimps live ina broad array of epigean lotic and lentic habitats. Inaddition, a trog-
lobitic crayfish occupies limestone solution channels, and burrowing crayfishes inhabit the
subsurface water table. General discussions of the taxonomy and geographic distributions of
the genera are presented, including brief descriptions of habitats in Arkansas that are utilized
by freshwater decapods. Only the conservation of a single species, the troglobitic crayfish
i
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TAXONOMY
The classification of shrimps that occur in the United States is
based upon several morphological characteristics (see Holthuis, 1952
and Chace, 1959). Inshrimps, as inmany other arthropod groups, the |
secondary sexual structures utilizedincopulation are morphological- .
lymore static than others that traditionally have been used in taxon-
omy and, most importantly, are less reflective of or influenced by the
environment of the animal. Such structures in adult males, namely
the setal pattern of the appendix masculina of the second pair of
pleopods (=appendages of the abdomen), have proven to be benefic-
ial in the identification of shrimps (see Hobbs, 1968; Chace and
Hobbs, 1969; Fleming, 1969; Villalobos and Hobbs, 1974; and
Strenth, 1976).
The taxonomy of North American crayfishes also is based upon
numerous morphological characteristics (see Hobbs, 1972b), the 3
secondary sexual ones being of primary importance, such as the
annulus ventralis, copulatory hooks, bosses on the coxae of some ¦
pereiopods (=walking legs) (alllimited to the Cambaridae), and first
pleopods. The morphology of the male first pleopods is the single
most important character in identifying most of the species and I
practically all of the genera of North American crayfishes. The loca-
tions of the secondary sexual structures are noted in Crocker and
Barr (1968) and Hobbs (1972a). Most taxonomic keys to the eastern
NorthAmerican crayfish family Cambaridae rely upon the morphol-
ogy of the first pleopods on the first form, or formImale. In the
Cambaridae, adult males exhibit two morphological forms, molting
into these conditions withonly the first form capable ofbreeding, the
second form, or formII,being sexually nonfunctional. The gonopod
of the formImale withits more delicate, finely sculptured elements, I
at least one of which consists of amber, corneous material, is easily I
distinguished from the form IIgonopod with elements usually re- I
duced in length and/or more inflated and without a corneous deposit I
(see Hobbs, 1972b). The remaining secondary sexual structures inthe
formIImale are reduced in size and/or sculpture, including a notice- K
able reduction in the size of the chelae (=first pair of pereiopods).
Figures 1 and 2show some of the morphological variety in the formI W
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male firstpleopods inthe North American cambarid genera including
also the firstpleopod of Pacifastacus, a genus found almost entirely
west of the continental divide and the only representative of the
North American Astacidae. The astacids do not exhibit an alterna-
tion of sexual morphological forms. Hobbs' Key (1972b) and Check-
list (1974) to the North and Middle American crayfishes together
form the foundation for the study and identification of these animals
and include numerous drawings ofmost of the species withaccounts
of their ranges andgeneral habitats.
GENERAL ECOLOGY
Freshwater decapod crustaceans can be grouped into three broad,
overlapping, ecological categories. There are those species that
inhabit the diverse surface water habitats (epigeaners), those species
that utilize underground solution channels in limestone region
(cavernicoles), and those species (in the United States crayfishe
only) that burrow into the subsurface water table (burrowers). Since
these categories are by no means rigid, there is some overlap amon|
the groups. For example, crayfishes that occupy surface water follow
or attempt to follow a receding water table by burrowing; those tha
spend most of their lives in subsurface tunnels may leave their bur
rows during the breeding season or to feed or to disperse, sometime
entering surface waters, and cavernicoles may be washed or wande
from caves or spring sources. Inasmuch as crayfishes and shrimps are
negatively phototropic, epigean species do not hesitate to ente
caves. Any decapod crustacean could be a visitor to subterranean
waters (=trogloxene), and therefore any epigean species that finds
the stenothermal habitat near or ina spring source a congenial resi
dence could enter the subterranean waters. Cave crayfishes have
been found by one of us (RWB) to be livingamong the gravel and
The cornerstone of any examination of Arkansas crayfishes is Wil-
liams' (1954) study of the crayfishes of the Ozark Plateaus and Oua-
chita provinces. Reimer (1963) has provided an unpublished survey
of the crayfishes of Arkansas which is also of great assistance in
identifying and studying the state's fauna. A recent 1978) general
examination of the fisheries (Huner); life histories (Payne); trophic
relationships (Lorman and Magnuson); and taxonomy, distribution,
and general ecology (Bouchard) of crayfishes has appeared in the
Bulletin of the American Fisheries Society (Fisheries, vol. 3, no. 6).
Inaddition to general information oncrayfishes, all of the above ref-
erences provide numerous citations that examine various aspects of
the biologyand distribution ofcrayfishes indepth.
I
f
I
!
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! Figure 1. (Caudal (k)and lateral views of left first pleopod in ninegenera of crayfishes (a, Astacidae; b-r, reproductive form in Cam-baridae). a, Pacifastacus gambelii: b, Cambarellus shufeldtii: c, C.aharezi: d, Barbicambarus cornutus; e, Bouchardina robisoni; f,Cambarus pristinus; g, C. bartonii; h, C. conasaugaensis; i.Fallicam-harus macneesei; j,F. oryktes: k, Faxonella clypeata; I, Hobbseus
orconectoides; m, H. prominens; n, Orconectes a. australis; o, O.limosus; p, O. difficilis;a, O. propinquus; r, O. rusticus (from Hobbs,1974, 1977).
Figure 2. Lateral view of left firstpleopod in three genera of cray-
fishes (reproductive form in Cambaridae). a, O. putnami: b. O.
virilis, c, O. p. palmeri; d, Procambarus geodytes; e, P. a. acutus; f.
P. cuhensis rivalis; g. P. tulanei; h, P. hinei; i, P. teziutlanensis; j,P.
gonopodocristatus; k. P. howellae: I,P. truculentus; m, P. spiculifer,
n, P. bouvieri: o, P. alleni; p, P. pearsei; q, P. tenuis; r, Troglocamb-
arus maclanei (from Hobbs, 1974).II'unosus; U t li ;q. U. mquus; r.U r sti s t DDs,1977). Arkansas Academy ofScience Proceedings, Vol.XXXIV,1980 23
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rocks at spring sources, utilizing the more abundant epigean re-
sources inthe absence of,orwithreduced competition from, epigean
species. Many crayfishes frequenting cave habitats are facultative
species (=troglophiles) (although none in Arkansas are) and com-
monlylive inboth cave and surface waters, especially those that are
influenced by spring sources. Some cave crayfishes that are known
only from spelean habitats (viz. the crayfish Cambarus nerterius) do
not bear the well-developed morphological adaptations to their
spelean environment as do highly specialized troglobites (loss of pig-
ment; veryreduced eyes; long, thinappendages; reduced body size).
The troglophiles and less modified troglobites probably represent
transitional phases through initialphysiological and behavioral adap-
tations toward becoming highly adapted to compete inand more ef-
ficiently utilize the spelean environment. There are no troglobitic
shrimps known from the limestone regions of the Salem and Spring-
fieldplateaus of the Ozark Plateaus province, although they are pres-
ent in cave systems of the Interior Low Plateaus province to the
northeast and the Edwards Plateau to the southwest. The discovery
ofa troglobitic shrimp inthe Salem and Springfield plateaus region in
Arkansas orMissouri would not be surprising.
The burrowing crayfishes have been further divided into three
groups by Hobbs (1942) depending on their degree of specialization
and how closely they are identified to their burrowing habitat and
classified as follows: "primary burrowers (restricted to burrows);
secondary burrowers (generally occupy burrows but wandering into
open water during rainy seasons); tertiary burrowers burrowing only
in periods of drought or occasionally but not necessarily, during the
breeding season)." Morphological modifications and adaptations of
burrowers to their subsurface habitat have been discussed by Hobbs
(1976) and Bouchard (1978a). The most apparent modifications
exhibited by burrowers include (i) broad, depressed chelae, (ii)
vaulted carapace, (iii)long, narrow areola, and (iv)abdomen and tail
fan reduced in size. These characteristics, as well as several others,
are most well-developed inthe primary burrowers.
Amajor factor contributing to the adverse epigean crayfish fauna
in Arkansas is the wide variety of habitats which reflects the varied
physiography of the state. Here streams mirror the chemical and
physical properties of the physiographic region(s) which they drain.
As noted byBouchard (1976a) the ranges of many species of cray-
fishes occur inor are delineated by physiographic provinces or sec-
tions thereof, and a species is more likely to cross (actively orpas-
sively) a drainage divide within the physiographic unit than to move
into an adjacent region. However, crayfish distributions often bleed
into aneighboring region reflecting the blending of the physiographic
regions. These peripheral populations usually occur in smaller num-
bers.
Arkansas is crossed by three broad physiographic units as follows:
(i) Ozark Plateaus, (ii) Ouachita, and (iii)Gulf Coastal Plain prov-
inces. These regions are further divisible into a number of sections.
The Ozark Plateaus and Ouachita provinces together constitute the
Interior Highlands, or uplands, while the Coastal Plain province is
considered the lowlands. Itis the presence ofextensive areas of both
uplands and lowlands that enriches the biotic diversity of Arkansas.
Comparisons of the freshwater decapod faunas with neighboring
Louisiana, whichlacks upland areas, and Missouri, whichhas only a
small lowland area, reveals that those states have, respectively, 40 (4
shrimps and 31 species and 5 subspecies ofcrayfishes) and 30 (2 and
28) taxa ofdecapods. Since no discussion of the geology and topogra-
phy of the region ispresented herein, the reader is referred forphysi-
cal descriptions and/or maps of the region to Fenneman (1938),
Thornbury (1965), Foti(1974), and Haley (1976).
DECAPOD HABITATS
There are obvious faunal differences between the Gulf Coastal
Plain and Interior Highlands that relate to the contrasting physical
makeup of the two regions. The Interior Highlands are dominated by I
the typically upland genus Orconectes, withshrimp present but rare, I
while in the GulfCoastal Plain Procambarus is the most conspicuous I
crayfish group. The genera Bouchardina, Cambarellus, and Faxonel- I
la are limited almost entirely to this latter region, and the shrimps, ¦
especially P. kadiakensis, are a noticeable fauna! component. The I
obvious differences between the aquatic habitats of the two regions I
include lower stream gradients and greater abundance oflentic habi- I
tats in the Coastal Plain. The larger area of standing water here, in ]
part seasonal, and less rapid surface runoff and subsurface drainage I
is due to soil characteristics, the subdued topography, and generally I
less entrenched streams and rivers. In terrestrial, marshy, swampy, |
or other lentic and lotic areas, various degrees ofleaching of tannins i"
and lignins from the decaying vegetation occur and impart a charac- I
teristic coffee or tea color to the water. Inaddition, many lotic en- I
vironments are subject to seasonal fluctuations in water levels, and I
during periods of low flow the water may darken considerably with |
derived constituents from leaf and brush litter in the stream. We
should not, however, like to leave the impression that all Coastal I
Plain streams are stained. Small streams or waters fed by at least |
moderately large spring sources reflect the clear water that issues I
into them while most of the unaltered Coastal Plain streams with at I
least a moderate flow are clear. Even some streams draining the I
gentler terrain of Quaternary age are at least seasonally so. Another j
noticeable characteristic of the streams and rivers crossing the I
Coastal Plain is that they tend tobe siltier than those crossing the up-
land areas. Additionally, below the Pall Line zone the more abundant
lentic or slowly flowing waters provide congenial habitats for the |
colonization and proliferation of a conspicuous aquatic vascular |
plant element, although this flora is by no means restricted to the I
Coastal Plain. Justicia americana (water willow),with its thick, tough j
roots and creeping growth, is a species that is well-adapted to main-
tain itself in the gravel substrates of moderately swift flowing areas of .
both regions. Nasturtium officinale (water cress) and Podostemum
ceratophyllum (river weed) are conspicuous aquatic plants of the up-
lands, the former being limited to limestone regions. Nuphar (spatter-
dock or yellow water lily),another noticeable plant above the Fall i
Line zone, is common in lentic habitats as is typical of the family
'
Nymphaeaceae (water lilies), but seems out of place growing along I
rocky stream margins near the current where it is also found. Even
during that time ofyear when its leaves are lacking, the thick, green
roots with their pattern of petiole and flower stalk scars make them
still quite prominent inshallow water. Inthe Coastal Plain Nuphar, as
well as the remaining members of the Nymphaeaceae, are, as ex-
'
pected, common here. Most species of plants, however, are adapted
to lentic habitats which are much more abundant in the Coastal
Plain. Additional conspicuous aquatic plants, which are more com-
mon below the Pall Line zone but not necessarily limited to this re- I
gion, are Potamogeton (pondweed), Myriophyllum (water milfoil), j
Ludwigia (false loosestrife), Vallisneria americana (tape grass),
Utricularia (bladderwort), Ceratophyllum (coontail), and Callitriche
(water starwort), the latter often being as striking in Costal Plain
springs and spring-influenced habitats as Nasturtium is in similar
areas above the Fall Line zone. These typically lentic species are
opportunistic colonizers, and some utilize backwaters and other
sheltered areas outof the current ineither region. Inthese softer and
more stable substrates the vascular plants may vary from only small i
marginal populations, especially in lotic waters, to abundant and
thick growths often consisting of several species in lentic areas.
These thick growths provide excellent habitat for crayfishes and
shrimps.
Lithological differences are also obvious and are best exposed in
the substrates of streams. Inthe Coastal Plain, where there is a lack
of well-indurated deposits, the substrates consist mostly of unconsoli-
'
dated sands, gravels, clays, and muds. There is a conspicuous ab-
sence of the rock litter habitats, so characteristic of the upland
streams, that provide the favored shelter for the dominant crayfishes
j
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of that region. Crayfishes, therefore, inthe Coastal Plain rely heavily
upon shelter provided by vegetation, both livingand dead.
Aquatic habitats inthe Coastal Plain have not been as thoroughly
sampled forcrayfishes as the upland areas have been due to the dark-
lystained waters in some places that limit visibility and/or soft sub-
strates that lack the conspicuous rocky haunts ofupland crayfishes.
Ozark Plateau and Onachha Provinces: The Ozark Plateaus and
Ouachita provinces constitute an upland area of mostly pre-Cretace-
ous, well-indurated deposits. Streams draining these areas bear
several types of habitats utilized by crayfishes. These animals can be
found to occupy waters ranging from the smallest mountain seepage
areas (e.g., Orconectes williamsi) to the larger rivers (e.g., O.
eupunctus, O. longidigitus, C. hubbsi). There appears to be no
species endemic to large streams and rivers inArkansas as is Barbi-
cambarus cornutus inthe Green River system of Kentucky and Ten-
nessee. This species is found in rapidly flowing water under large
limestone slabs, and the discovery of a relative ofB. cornutus inthe
larger streams and rivers in the Salem and Springfield plateaus is a
distinct possibility.
Within a fluvialenvironment some species are common inpool or
backwater areas (e.g. , O. punctimanus, O. palmeri, O. longidigitus),
while others are more frequently found in runs or riffles (e.g., O.
acares, O. leptogonopodus, O. menae, 0. eupunctus, C. hubbsi).
The habitat inmountain seepage areas usually consists of rocks and
boulders ina series of small pools and intervening cascading areas.
Liftingrocks here often involves moving some very large ones. In
small to large streams and rivers crayfishes are collected from under
rocks, ongravel or in gravel interstices, and among inundated, thick
growths of Justicia americana beds in pools, along stream margins
and around islands. In springs and spring-influenced areas of lime-
stone regions, thick growths of Nasturtium officinale provide habitat
along the shore and inpools. In fact, crayfishes are commonly found
in almost any thick vegetation that provides sufficient cover, includ-
ing mats of algae (e.g., Cladophora) and the fine roots of riparian
trees projecting into the water from the stream bank. The most
typical crayfish habitat isunder rocks, including the exposed edges of
bedrock formations, where they make shallow excavations into the
streambed or simply utilize the spaces created by the physiognomy of
the rock(s) and substrate. Rocks or logs projecting into the water
from the stream margins or shoals may conceal stream crayfishes,
and during the egg laying season ovigerous females are often found
here, as are members of burrowing species (e.g., C. diogenes). On-
shore rocks or logs that are separated from the main stream by an
intervening muddy or dry area but are buried into the water table also
provide habitat for stream crayfishes (e.g., O. virilis, O. meeki) and
burrowers. Above the Fall Line zone, burrows in the stream banks
may be apparent, especially in areas where O. virilis and O. meeki
occur, since these epigean species, as well as burrowers, do not hesi-
tate toutilize such stream bank shelters. Those species livingwithin a
gravel substrate may be quite abundant in gravels ranging from
coarse stones (e.g., O. neglectus and O. ozarkae) to fine gravel (e.g.,
0. macrus, O. nana, and O. marchandi). Species livingin fine gravel
are smaller than those that predominate inrock litter, and even in
opulations of the larger species that utilize available coarse gravel,
ie adults are generally smaller than those of the same species from
reas where sufficient rock litter is available. In areas of fine gravel
'here the substrate has been darkened by a siltfilmand/or growth ofiatoms, the presence of these gravel burrowing species ismade con-
ricuous by an area oflighter colored subsurface gravel deposited by
ie crayfish around the opening of the burrow. Collecting these
>ecies ismost easily accomplished by working one's feet down into
ie loose gravel and dislodging members of the population into a
ownstream seine or dip net. The crayfishes of the Interior Highlands
ving in chert and gravel-bottomed streams typically bear a varie-
ated, stippled, rosette, or blotched pattern which blends them withhe multi-hued tans and browns of the substrate.
Leaf litter or brush and leaf accumulations harbor crayfishes (e.g.,
0- palmerilongimanus), especially juveniles, and should notbe over-
looked, since some species find this either a favored habitat or the
only one available withother species dominating the gravel or rock
litter.
Aseine or dip net (theD-ring type is efficient forall kinds of habi-
tats) is commonly used forcollecting crayfishes from surface streams.
In the larger streams and rivers seines and dip nets are, however,
limited to the shallower portions, along shore, and in backwater
pools. Collecting at night with a lantern (it illuminates a larger area
than a flashlight)is often productive, since crayfishes and shrimps are
more likelyto be found foraging in open water at this time, and in
large streams at least some individuals willmove into shallower water
(e.g., adult O. longidigitus). Other collecting methods utilized in
deep waters include using minnow traps baited withfresh fishormeat
and snorkeling or scuba divinginareas ofclear water.
Cave species are most easily collected witha dip net; one that col-
lapses and folds ismuch easier to carry and negotiate through subter-
ranean passageways. Crayfishes isolated in shallow pools are easily
taken by hand. Ifdeep water areas are present, baited minnow traps
or scuba diving techniques may be used to sample these regions. The
use of cheese has been observed by one of us (RWB) to be an addi-
tional effective attractant in minnow traps in these habitats, and,
needless to say, very great care should be taken while exploring
flooded passageways while scuba diving. The lower fecundity, longer
period of maturation, and lower population densities of troglobitic
species compared to their epigean relatives make these species more
susceptible to overcollecting than epigean species. Collecting troglo-
bites should therefore be judicious and reflect their abundance.
Burrowers above the Fall Line zone are found in the banks of
streams, under onshore logs and rocks, in low, wet areas and high
mountain seeps. They may be collected using a number of methods
such as digging, fishing witha baited line, trapping with a pit or can
trap, searching for them under rocks or logs inwet areas, or outside
their burrows on humid evenings or after a rain storm. This latter
method is by far the easiest and seems to be most productive during
the wet spring months when many species become active after the
winter season. Success, however, depends solely upon the unpredict-
able behavior of the crayfish. Searches on many rainy or humid
evenings by one ofus (RWB) have too often found the crayfish unob-
tainable inthe comparative safety of the burrow entrance or the cray-
fish to have strayed no further than the confines of a small pool that
had flooded the opening of the burrow. Finding burrowing crayfishes
under onshore rocks or logs was pointed out earlier, but more often
stream crayfishes are found here. In low, wet areas or highmountain
seeps turning rocks or logs is a relatively easy way to collect cray-
fishes.
The can trap is a smaller version of the minnow trap, utilizing a
large can with a piece of wire screening as the internal, apically
truncate, cone-shaped funnel. The trap is baited (fresh fish or meat),
and the funnel end isinserted into the ground. Pit traps are set into
the ground among apopulation ofburrowers as they are similarly em-
ployed for the capture of terrestrial arthropods. Hobbs (1972b) sug-
gests using attractants such as meat or peanut butter in the bottom of
the traps and reports the best success seems to be on warm, humid
evenings.
Fishing witha line tied to a stick witha split shot and bait (fresh fish
or meat) has been used successfully by one ofus (RWB). A score or
more of lines are set out depending on the number of fresh burrows
present. The fresh chimney, which consists of excavated materials is
removed, and the entrance carefully widened large enough for a
hand to be thrust in.The lines are checked periodically, and when a
crayfish has taken the bait it is induced to come to the surface by
slowlyraising the bait with the attached crayfish. Ifthe crayfish re-
leases the bait, it is lowered back down for it to retake. Once the
crayfish has been lured to the surface, a quick thrust of the hand pins
it against the burrow, and with some manipulation it is removed.
Ifthe crayfish willnotcome close enough to the surface tobe pinned,
sometimes a quick tugof the line willyank it from the burrow.
In general, however, digging the fresh burrow is usually the best
available, although most laborious, method. A trowel and shovel are
25
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carefully used while following the often complex burrow. Hobbs
(1942) presents another method that he has used formany years inhis
collecting of burrowers. InArkansas, ('. diogenes is the species that
is most susceptible to this method. The fresh chimney is removed, the
entrance widened, and, if the burrow is not already flooded, water is
poured into the hole, fillingit to the top, and then vigorously roiled.
Ifusually after several minutes, the crayfish comes to the surface to
determine the source of the commotion (food?) its presence is be-
trayed by its antennae waving at the surface of the silty water. A
quick thrust of the hand traps the crayfish before itcan retreat down
the burrow. I(RWBl often place a grass stem into the burrow open-
ing,and the ascending crayfish then announces its presence by push-
ingup the filament.
Gulf Coastal Plain: In the Coastal Plain waters drain Cretaceous,
early Tertiary, and Quaternary deposits. Here decapods occupy the
complete range ofsurface waters from spring seepage areas and their
resultant small streams (e.g., Bouchardina robisoni and Faxonella
clypeata) to the higher gradient large rivers (e.g., P. elegans and O.
palmeri) as well as the large, deep waters withlittle observable flow
(e.g., P. clarkii, O. lancifer, and P. kadiakensis).Plants are not the
only organisms that are able to take advantage of areas of reduced
flow in the higher gradient, larger streams and rivers. In the pool
areas, along the shore, and inbackwater regions additional members
ofProcambarus (e.g., some members of Ortmannicus and Pennides)
are present along with occasional members of Faxonella and
Cambarellus. These latter two genera are typically abundant inshal-
low, isolated flood pools left by the receding waters of the main
stream after periods of flooding.
Itisinthe largest rivers of the state, especially in the Coastal Plain,
that the shrimp M.ohione has been collected. Seining this shrimp in
open water, particularly at night, and insilty waters during the day-
lighthours is aproductive method of collecting. This shrimp has also
been taken withbaited line (Hedgpeth, 1949) and commercially using
slat box traps (Gunter, 1937), shrimp sets of green willow or cotton-
wood branches (McCormick, 1933), and bow-mounted scoops on
fishingboats (Huner, 1979).
In the somewhat sluggish small- to medium-sized streams, the
lentic forms become more prevalent and include again some of the
burrowing species (e.g., C. diogenes, P. curdi, P. reimeri, P.
simulans, and P. tulanei)and the shrimp P. kadiakensis.
Very small streams (about two-thirds ofa meter wide or less) drain-
ing Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits are dominated by members of
the genera Faxonella, Bouchardina, juveniles and occasional adults
of some epigean Procambarus as well as burrowing species (e.g.,
Fallicambarus hedgpethi, P. tulanei, and C. diogenes) that may
wander into these lotic habitats and some epigean Procambarus.
Lentic habitats, such as roadside ditches, borrow pits, ponds, and
swampy ormarshy areas, are common and often provide dense cover
consisting ofabundant and often luxurious growths of vascular plants
and algae. These lentic areas vary from vernal pools to permanent
waters where ahost of species may be present (e.g., P. viaeviridis, P.
acutus, P. geminus, P. clarkii, O. lancifer, Cambarellus, Faxonella,
and P. kadiakensis). Here, too, juveniles and a few adults of second-
aryburrowers may be found.
Epigean species that live in vernal pools or small rivulets formed
from seepage areas supercharged byspring rains burrow down to the
retreating water table of these habitats during drier periods thus pre-
venting dessication. Members of the genera Bouchardina, Cambarel-
lus, Faxonella, and Procambarus commonly live in these ephemeral
pools and function as tertiary burrowers during periods of low water
levels.
Crayfishes and shrimps livingin the Coastal Plain utilize a wide ar-
ray of shelters, as do upland crayfishes; however, without rock litter
and extensive areas of large gravel crayfishes, must utilize the avail-
able, sometimes abundant, habitat provided by vegetation, both
livingand dead. Dead vegetation consists of logs, leaf litter inpools,
or leaves that have become entrained bybrush, especially along the
shore. The soft, shifting sand and fine gravel substrates are ideal for
lodging branches which then strain leaves from the water. The live
vegetation includes the conspicuous green growths of aquatic vascu-
lar plants and algae as well as the fine roots of riparian trees protrud-
inginto the stream from a well-defined stream bank.
Burrowers are more common inand below the Pall Line zone since
the soils, ranging from sandy to the moisture-retaining clays, provide
a suitable medium for burrowing, especially for the construction of
complex burrows. Species are found along the margins of streams
and lentic waters, in spring seeps, and in low wet areas, the latter
often characterized byconspicuous growths of the sedge Juncus. The
whole range ofprimary through tertiary burrowers can be found in the
Coastal Plain of Arkansas as follows: C. diogenes, F. caesius, F.
fodiens, F. hedgpethi, F. jeanae, F. spectrum, F. strawni, F. dissitus(primary burrowers); C. diogenes, F.fodiens, F. hedgpethi, P. curdi,
P. reimeri, P. simulans, P. tulanei (secondary burrowers); and B.
robisoni, C. puer, C. shufeldtii, F. blairi, F. clypeata, P. acutus, P.
geminus, P. viaeviridis, P. clarkii (tertiary burrowers).
Seines and dip nets are most often used to collect decapods insur-
face streams of the Coastal Plain. A gravel rake may also be em-
ployed to rake aquatic vegetation up onto the shore where careful
sorting willreveal the decapods that were sheltered and/or feeding
among the dense growths and/or leaf litter. Logs at or on the shore
are likely to harbor some burrowing as well as epigean crayfishes,
and turningor liftingthese objects should notbe overlooked.
Using a lantern to collect inclear water habitats or at least the shal-
low areas ofdarkly-stained waters can be productive. Minnow or lift
traps (see Hobbs, 1972b) are both good methods to sample deep or
very soft-botomed areas, the lift traps being more successful in silty
or richly-stained waters which shield the collector from the view of
the feeding crayfish. The collecting techniques for burrowers were
outlined earlier in the discussion of the Ozark Plateaus and Ouachita
provinces' fauna and apply here except that there are no rocks to
overturn.
THE ARKANSAS DECAPOD FAUNA
Shrimps: The two species of shrimps inArkansas include single rep-
resentatives of Macrobranchium and Palaemonetes. Of the two
species, M.ohione has been taken from the larger rivers (Mississippi.
Red, and Arkansas), whileP. kadiakensis is common invegetation of
lentic and slower moving streams as wellas in the sheltered areas of
more rapidly flowing environs below the Fall Line zone. One of us
(RWB) has also collected this species inbrush-entrained leaf litter of
a medium-sized (less than 8 m wide), shallow, somewhat rapidly-
flowing tributary to the Sabine River inLouisiana, so its occurrence
insmaller streams inArkansas would not be surprising. The shrimps
are representatives of a more tropically disposed group. Some of
these tropical shrimps (M. acanthurus, M. carcinus, and M. olfersii)
range northward to warm temperate regions, especially along the
Gulf Coast, with only M. ohione limited to and penetrating signifi-
cantly into the United States (see Hedgpeth, 1949). Palaemonetes
kadiakensis is one of three members of the genus also found in sur-
face streams in the United States (see Strenth, 1976). Three addition-
alspecies in this genus are known from subterranean waters inTexas
(2 species) and Florida (loc. cit.). The only other shrimps known to
be restricted to or which typically inhabit freshwaters in the United
States are four primitiverelicts of the family Atyidae, two from sur-
face streams in California and two from subterranean waters, one
each in Alabama and Kentucky. Allof these atyids are considered to
be endangered, threatened, or extinct due to threats from pollution,
alterations of their habitat, or altered flood regimes (see Hedgpeth.
1968 and Bouchard, 1976b; 1978b; 1980).
Crayfishes: Bouchardina is the most recently discovered crayfish
genus and is represented by a single species, robisoni. Itwas original-
lyknown from only the type-locality, a borrow ditch backwater ofa
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I streani-draining Eocene deposits inLafayette County. Hobbs (1977) fauna is Orconectes. Nineteen species and subspecies of the 73 recog-
and Bouchard (1978c) noted that the genus inmany ways resembles nized taxa inthe genus occur inArkansas. The group probably arose
members of the genus Hobbseus from Mississippi and Alabama. on the Interior Low Plateaus province in the Tennessee-Kentucky
IBouchard (loc. cit.) further noted that Hobbseus preferred very smallstreams where it is the dominant species, and that the typical habitatofBouchardina may be the same. Following this assumption, recentfield work has proven this tobe true and the species tobe more wide-spread, ranging through at least a four-county area of southwesternArkansas. The species dominates the leaf litter and aquatic vegeta-tionin these very small streams, some of which may be subject to
drying.Coinhabitants include mostly juveniles of other larger species
(e.g., C. diogenes, Ortmannicus, and Girardiella).
IBouchardina is one of three genera, along with Faxonella andCamharellus native to Arkansas inwhich the adults are very small insize and are often overlooked by nonastacologists as being juvenilesof larger species. Adult Bouchardina and Cambarellus generally dis-
Iplay a total length of about 3 cm, whileFaxonella is occasionally rep-resented byslightly larger individuals.The genus Cambarellus, which probably originated in the GulfCoastal Plain, presently contains 14 species, two of which are foundin Arkansas. Cambarellus puer and C. shufeldtii typically occupy
lentic areas, below the Pall Line zone such as ponds, swamps, and
Iditches, especially small, shallow ones that are subject to drying, aswell as backwater portions of streams. These two species are the onlyCambarellus that penetrate appreciably north of the GulfCoast area.
Only four species of the genus Cambarus are found in Arkansas:
C. diogenes, a burrower; C. hubbsi, a stream form; C. zophonastes.
Ian obligate cavernicole; and C. causeyi, a species that lives primarilyin spring seeps where itmay be found under rocks or inburrows at
the higher elevations of the Boston Mountains. Itis surprising that
this genus is so poorly represented inthe Interior Highlands with only
I three additional species, all troglobites, known from Missouri (twospecies) and Oklahoma (one species). Cambarus, like Orconectes, is
a dominant component of upland habitats, primarilyin the southern
Appalachian Highlands to the east withwhich the Interior Highlands
share many other faunal elements. The genus seems tohave arisen on
I the Cumberland Plateau province in the Tennessee area. Its move-ment around the Mississippi Embayment portion of the Gulf CoastalPlain and its ability to colonize the Interior Highlands was in part
blunted by the radiation of highly successful members of the already
present genus Orconectes. Itis surprising that more burrowing mem-
bers ofCambarus have notbeen found inthe uplands, since inother
areas this genus has exploited the burrow habitat poorly invaded by
Orconectes. Additional field work may uncover relatives of C.
causeyi in seepage areas inother parts of the Boston Mountains.
The genus Fallicambarus probably arose on the West Gulf Coastal
Plain. Allthe members of this genus are considered primary burrow-
ers, although many populations ofa few species (e.g., F.fodiens and
F. hedgpethi) are known to enter lentic surface waters (=secondaryburrowers), especially during the spring when many small pools of
water collect and these species become more active. This genus has
penetrated the Interior Highlands most noticeably along the compar-
atively lower lying Arkansas Valleyprovince westward from the Gulf
Coastal Plain. More members of this group display the highlyspecial-
ized adaptations to a burrowing existence than any other group in
Arkansas.
Of the four members of the genus Faxonella, F. blairi and F.
clypeata occur in Arkansas. This group, like the preceding one,
probably evolved in the West Gulf Coastal Plain. These small cray-
fishes typically inhabit lentic waters such as roadside ditches, ponds,
and backwaters of streams and are dominant inhabitants of very
small streams (less than two-thirds of a meter wide).Because these
species are tertiary burrowers they are able successfully to occupy
seasonal waters that begin todryinlate spring. During the winter and
early spring when many, often isolated, depressions fillwith water,
he temporary pools appear spontaneously to produce crayfishes, in-
cluding members of this genus. The saturated soils and pools of water
induce these tertiary burrowers back to the verdant surface.
The genus that dominates the Interior Highlands and Arkansas
area and spread westward around the Mississippi Embayment and
found congenial habitats and niches inthe Interior Highlands. Inthe
Highlands the group has undergone a secondary radiation withmany
species occupying the types of habitats that members of the genus
Cambarus had found available while spreading into the Interior Low
Plateaus province from the Cumberland Plateau. The genus occurs in
practically allparts of Arkansas fromlowland waters (e.g., O. palmeri
and O. lancifer) to the high gradient waters of the uplands occurring
inboth pool and riffle areas. The most impressive member of the
genus, O. longidigitus, occurs inthe White River system of Arkansas
and Missouri. Itis a strikingly green- to brown-colored animal, with
blue to bluish-green periopods and red markings, and black on the
chelae (especially the fingers) which are studded with white
tubercles. The largest known specimen measured 57.2 mm, postorbi-
tal carapace length (acumen broken) (after Bouchard, 1973). The
elongate chelae (up to 107.8 mm long), from which the animal de-
rives its name, contribute to its impressive appearance.
The largest and most widespread genus of crayfishes in North
America is Procambarus with 15 species found in Arkansas. The
group occurs primarilyin the Coastal Plain inlotic waters of surface
streams, including backwaters, and lentic areas such as ditches,
ponds, and swamps. The genus contains burrowing members as well
as troglobitic ones, although no cave species occur in Arkansas. The
state shares withOklahoma the onlymember of the genus endemic to
surface streams above the Fall Line zone (Bouchard, 1978c). This
crayfish, /'. tenuis, inhabits small, high-gradient streams of the Oua-
chita province. Its laterally-compressed body is similar in shape to
that of C. causeyi (whichburrows among rocks) and O. compressus
(whichburrows ingravel in the HighlandRim).
The genus also has significantly penetrated the Interior Highlands
along aportion of the relatively low lying Arkansas Valley section.
Procambarus a. acutus has gained access to the Highlands of Arkan-
sas from the Coastal Plain to the east, reaching as far as Oklahoma,
and the subgenus Girardiella has reached the province from the west.
This dispersal corridor (Arkansas Valley)has been utilized addition-
ally by such typically Coastal Plain species as O. palmeri, C. dio-
genes. and F. hedgpethi from the east.
Members of the subgenus Pennides display many striking color
patterns of browns, blacks, and whites and are the most handsome
Procambarus species found in Arkansas.
Acomparison ofour list (Table 1)of Arkansas crayfishes withthat
in Williams' excellent study (1954) of the Interior Highlands reveals
several differences, due inpart to our inclusion ofmany Coastal Plain
species that were not within the scope of his study, as well as the de-
scriptions ofnew species discovered since that time. Our omission of
four species from Williams' list (1954) is due to a great deal of uncer-
tainty concerning their occurrence in the state. A fifthspecies added
by Reimer (1969) has been omitted because of some question con-
cerning its taxonomic validity. Orconectes difficilishad been record-
ed from Washington County (Prairie Grove); however, not only was
Williams' (1954) attempt to collect additional material of O. difficilis
fromPrairie Grove unsuccessful, but he did not find the species any-
where else in Arkansas during his survey. Recent collections by us in
the Prairie Grove area also failed to produce any O. difficilis. We
agree withWilliams' questioning the inclusion of O. difficilis as part
of the state's fauna based upon the Prairie Grove record and have
omitted this species until such time as the range of the species can be
found to extend into the state.
Localities for O. luteus formerly had been recorded from Carroll(White River, Eureka Springs) and Lawrence (Black River, Black
Rock) counties, but Williams (1954) doubted the validity of the
White River locality since he was not able to find O. luteus in that
area. An established population of this species at the Black Rock
locality also seems to us to be questionable, since O. luteus is an
upland species, and Black Rock lies at the edge of the Coastal Plain.
This location also is considerably downstream from any known popu-
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lation of the species in the Missouri portion of this drainage making it
unlikely that even waifs would occur here. We, therefore, doubt the
presence of this species in the state based upon these records and
have omitted itfrom our list.
The third species in question is 0. nais. The populations identified
as O. nais inWilliams' study (1954) are mostly ifnotcompletely refer-
able to O. virilis. Apossible explanation for his confusing the two
species may have originated withan earlier study of the crayfishes of
Kansas by Williams and Leonard (1952). The type-locality of O. nais
is Labette County, Kansas, where O. virilisis common in surface
streams. A comparison by them of O. nais types at the Kansas Uni-
versity Museum of Natural History (p. 993) with specimens of O.
virilis revealed differences in the curvature of the elements of the
gonopods. Collections from Bourbon and Elk counties contained
specimens with atypical gonopods that seemed to indicate to them
that these and the type-material were just part of a range of variation
exhibited by a single species floe. cit.). The Kansas populations ofO.
virilis were therefore referred to as nais and the name virilisapplied
to populations of this species "...in the northern and eastern Missis-
sippi Valleydrainage...." (Williamsand Leonard, 1952). Itwas unfor-
tunate that Williams and Leonard had not collected live, adult, re-
productive male specimens of 0. nais withtheir distinctive color pat-
tern common tomembers of the Palmeri Group. The different color
patterns of 0. nais and O. viriliscertainly would have alerted them
that two morphologically very similar but separate species were
present. Whether O. nais is still part of the Kansas fauna is not
known, but nais has been recently collected in Texas and Oklahoma
by one of us (RWB). Orconectes nais isnot included as part of the
Arkansas fauna until a confirmed population can be found in the
state.
Orconectes causeyi, the fourth species lacking from our list, has
been recorded from Arkansas by Reimer (1969b). He considered 0
causeyi to be distinct from its closest ally, O. virilis, although he
noted that itmay only be a subspecies of O. virilis. Hobbs (1972b).
however, regarded O. causeyi as a synonym of O. virilis. He later
(1974) included O. causeyi inhis Checklist, again questioning its tax-
onomic validitybut retaining the name until a thorough study of it
and O. virilisis undertaken. We have here followed Hobbs (1972b) in
regarding O. causeyi as a synonym ofO. virilis.
One additional species formerly recorded from Arkansas is P
gracilis. Reimer (1969a) completed an unpublished study of the
Gracilis Group of the subgenus Girardiella in which he determined
that material assigned toP. gracilis from Arkansas by Williams (19541
actually constituted a separate, undescribed species. This species was
recently described by Fitzpatrick (1978) as P. liberorum, and accord-
ing to Reimer (op. cit.)has a fairly broad range innorthwestern Ar-
kansas. We therefore have applied the available name liberorum lo
most of those populations of the Gracilis Group innorthwestern Ar-
kansas as outlined byReimer.
Table 1. The Decapod Crustaceans ofArkansas
Family Palaemonidae
Genus Macrobranchium Bate, 1868
Macrobranchium ohione (Smith, 1874)
Genus Palaemonetes Heller, 1869
Palaemonetes kadiakensis Rathbun, 1902
FamilyCambaridae
Subfamily Cambarellinae Laguarda. 1961
Genus Cambarellus Ortmann, 1905
Cambarellus puer Hobbs, 1945
Cambarellus shufeldtii (Faxon, 1884)
Subfamily Cambarinae Hobbs, 1942
Genus Bouchardina Hobbs, 1977
Bouchardina robisoni Hobbs, 1977
Genus Cambarus Erichson, 1846
Subgenus Erebicambarus Hobbs, 1969
Cambarus (Erebicambarus) hubbsi Creaser. 1931
Subgenus Jugicambarus Hobbs. 1969
Cambarus (Jugicambarus) causeyi Reimer, 1966
Cambarus (Jugicambarus) zophonastes Hobbs and Bedinger, 1964
Subgenus Lacunicambarus Hobbs, 1969
Cambarus (Lacunicambarus) diogenes diogenes Girard, 1852
Cambarus (Lacunicambarus) diogenes ludovicianus Faxon, 1885
Genus Fallicambarus Hobbs, 1969
Subgenus Creaserinus Hobbs. 1973
Fallicambarus (Creaserinus) caesius Hobbs, 1975
Fallicambarus (Creaserinus) fodiens (Cottle, 1863)
Fallicambarus (Creaserinus) hedgpethi (Hobbs, 1948)
Subgenus Fallicambarus Hobbs, 1973
Fallicambarus (Fallicambarus) dissitus (Penn. 1955)
Fallicambarus (Fallicambarus) jeanae Hobbs, 1973
Fallicambarus (Fallicambarus) spectrum Hobbs, 1973
Fallicambarus (Fallicambarus) strawni (Reimer, 1966)
Genus Faxonella Creaser. 1933
Faxonella hlairiHayes and Reimer, 1977
Faxonella clypeata (Hay, 1899)
Genus Orconectes Cope, 1872
Orconectes acares Fitzpatrick, 1965
Orconectes eupunctus Williams, 1952
Orconectes lancifer (Hagen, 1870)
Orconectes leptogonopodus Hobbs, 1948
Orconectes longidigitus(Faxon, 1898)
Orconectes macrus Williams, 1952
Orconectes marchandi Hobbs, 1948
Orconectes meeki brevis Williams, 1952
Orconectes meeki meeki (Faxon, 1898)
Orconectes menae (Creaser, 1933)
Orconectes nana Williams, 1952
Orconectes neglectus chaenodactylus Williams, 1952
Orconectes neglectus neglectus (Faxon, 1885)
Orconectes ozarkae Williams, 1952
Orconectes palmeri longimanus (Faxon, 1898)
Orconectes palmeri palmeri (Faxon, 1884)
Orconectes punctimanus (Creaser, 1933)
Orconectes virilis(Hagen. 1870)
Orconectes williamsi Fitzpatrick, 1966
Genus Procambarus Ortmann, 1905
Subgenus Girardiella Lyle, 1938
Procambarus (Girardiella) curdi Reimer, 1975
Procambarus (Girardiella)liberorum Fitzpatrick, 1978
Procambarus (Girardiella)reimeri Hobbs. 1979
Procamharus /Girardiella) simulans simulans (Faxon. 1884)
Procambarus (Girardiella) tulanei Penn, 1953
Subgenus Ortmannicus Fowler, 1912
Procambarus (Ortmannicus) acutus acutus (Girard, 1852)
Procambarus (Ortmannicus) geminus Hobbs, 1975
Procambarus (Ortmannicus) viaeviridis (Faxon, 1914)
Subgenus Pennides Hobbs, 1972
Procambarus (Pennides) dupratziPenn. 1953
Procambarus (Pennides) elegans Hobbs, 1969
Procambarus (Pennides) natchitochae Penn, 1953
Procambarus (Pennides) ouachitae Penn. 1956
Procambarus (Pennides) vioscai Penn, 1946
Subgenus Scapulicamharus Hobbs. 1972
Procambarus (Scapulicambarus) clarkii ( Girard, 1852)
Subgenus Tenuicambarus Hobbs. 1972
Procambarus (Tenuicambarus) tenuis Hobbs. 1950
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CONSERVATION STATUS OF ARKANSAS
DECAPOD CRUSTACEANS
Of the many species of decapod crustaceans in Arkansas onlyone
at this time is so rare that its conservation status is of concern.
Cambarus zophonastes, a troglobitic crayfish, isknown from a single
locality in Stone County, that drains, in part, the town of Mountain
View, an area experiencing continued growth. Troglobitic decapods
are limited to a rather stable environment and display a lower pro-
ductivity, late sexual maturity, and population structure that is in
equilibrium with and adjusted to the lower energetics of the subter-
ranean environment that relies upon allochthonous materials to fuel
the food chain. Therefore, their vulnerability due to limited repro-
ductive capabilities, smaller population sizes, sensitivity to modifica-
tions of the habitat or its cyclical events, and groundwater pollution
is reason to initiate measures to protect the subterranean aquatic
ecosystem of the area. Effort should also be undertaken to locate
additional populations of C. zophonastes in order to determine
whether or not its rarity is simply a reflection of limited field work in
the area. A study of its biology would provide information that might
aid in preserving this unique part of the Arkansas fauna.
Much work remains to be done with the Arkansas crayfishes in-
cluding descriptions of several new species. The distributions of
many of the Coastal Plain species have not yet been thoroughly de-
fined, due in part to a lesser amount of sampling in the area. Range
extensions for P. elegans and F. dissitus into Arkansas were dis-
covered during our scattered field surveys, and in fact, most of the
descriptions of new Arkansas species within the last decade have in-
Ivolved mostly Coastal Plain species. Inaddition to a primary under-standing of many of the distributions, studies of the intraspecificvariation among the state's fauna, and investigations of decapodbiologies are needed
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